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CHAPTER I 
I 
I 
INTiODUCTION 
Statement [of the Problem 
I 
The purpose of the survey of the business ·education 
i 
graduates of Bryant Collegelwas to determine the effective-
! . 
I 
ness of the undergraduate p:l4'ogram, to determine any diffi-
1 
I 
I 
culties they may have had i:tit graduate work_, and to obtain 
suggestions for improvement in the curriculum. 
Analysislof the Problem 
The following subordinJte problems were considered in 
I 
the survey: 
1. To determine the oJinions of the graduates 
! 
concerning the val~e of the business sub-
1 . 
I jects studied at ~yant College 
2. To determine the v~lue of the education 
courses taken at Bryant College 
' 
3. To determine the value of the liberal arts 
I 
courses offered by'Bryant College 
l.J.. To determine the effectiveness of the 
practice teaching ~rogram 
I 
5. To determine the number of Bryant graduates 
i 
who have completedlor who are completing 
graduate work 
6. To determine the admission requirements which 
the Bryant graduates had to meet in graduate 
programs of other institutions 
7. To determine the number of graduates engaged 
in administrative or supervisory work 
8. To determine the graduates 1 opinions for 
improvement in the business education 
curriculu..m at the C~llege 
Justification of the Problem 
A comprehensive study involving the business education 
. . 
curriculu..m of Bryant College had never been undertaken. 
Because experienced graduatest retrospective evaluation 
would be of value to the College in its current revision of 
the curriculum~ such a study:would be beneficial. In 
addition~ knowledge of admis~ion requirements of various 
graduate institutions would be helpful in developing the 
undergraduate courses needed'for meeting these requirements 
of other institutions. 
Delimitation of the Problem 
The study included all business education graduates of 
Bryant College from 1948 to 1959. During these years the 
2 
curriculum had remained basically the same with the exception 
• 
• 
3 
of a few changes in course titles and the addition of four 
liberal arts courses to enrich the program--American history? 
European history_, biology_, and survey of the physical 
sciences. 
Organization of Chapters 
Chapter I is the introdu'ction to the study and includes 
! 
the statement_, the justificat!ion_, and the delimitation of 
the problem. The next chapter contains a review of related 
research in the field of follow-up studies. Chapter III 
explains the procedures used in this study. An analysis of 
the data derived from the survey is presented in Chapter IV. 
The last chapter includes the summary and recommendations of 
the study . 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
The studies reviewed in relation to the problem were 
those done by Dougherty~ Dupras~ Chiavoli~ and Swedmark. 
I 
Doughertyl in his follow-up study of business education 
graduates of Connecticut Tea9hers College found that the ma-
jority of them stayed in teaching work--only six of the 96 
who replied had left because:of dissatisfaction with the 
work. Typewriting~ bookkeeping~ shorthand, mathematics,. 
junior business training~ office practice, economic geog-
raphy~ law, and retailing were the most frequently taught 
subjects. The eleventh gradk was the most frequent grade 
level of employment for the graduates. 
Twelve of the 96 graduates held supervisory positions; 
ten had obtained these witho~t acquiring a higher degree. 
Thirty-:eight of the graduates had done graduate work, indi-
cating their stride for professional growth. Sixty-four per 
cent of these graduates had work experience~ thus bringing 
practical knowledge to the c~assroom. 
i 
The graduates felt thati two courses~ foundations of 
business education and business organization and finance~ 
lnougherty~ Joseph P.~ A Study of the Effectiveness of 
the 1936-1949 Business Teacner Education Curriculum at 
Teachers College of Connect~cut with Implications for Cur-
riculQm Revision, Master 1 S Thesis, Boston University, 1959, 
pages 50-56. · 
5 
I 
I 
were not useful_, that there:was an overlapping of' course con-
tent in general business and 
I 
ing_, typewriting_, shorthandJ 
I 
courses were unsatisfactory, 
' i 
methods_, and that the bookkeep-
and social business methods 
The graduates also :felt that 
the use of the blackboard snould be given more emphasis and 
I 
I 
that preparation for dutieslin extracurricular activities 
should be provided. 
I 
Dupras2 in his study ofl the graduates of State Teachers 
I College_, Salem_, Massachusetus_, found that the curriculum 
effectively prepared student,s for further specialization in 
I 
I graduate study. The gradua~es taught on the elementary_, the 
I 
I 
high school_, and the colleg~ levels. Typewriting_, shorthand_, 
bookkeeping, junior busines~ training_, mathematics, geography, 
office machines, office practice, English, business law, and 
i 
i 
economics were the most frequently taught subjects. 
I 
Most of the graduates, !immediately upon graduation_, had 
! 
obtained their jobs from inqividual applications. The gradu-
1 
I 
ates of the State Teachers College felt that actual work 
I 
experience was helpful tO t~e business teacher, that more ob-
I 
servation during student te~ching was needed, and that more 
! 
I 
seminars in student teaching, use of their own lesson plans, 
I 
I 
provision of a handbook of a\ccepted policies, and the presence 
of the supervising teacher ip the classroom during the first 
! 
i 
2nupras_, Andrew P._, A Fpllow-Up Study of the 1949-1950 
Business Education Graduates! of the State Teachers College at 
Salem_, Massachusetts_, Master!' s Thesis_, Boston University_, 
1951., pages 50-54. I 
I 
few days would be very helpful to the student teacher. The 
majority of the graduates felt that their courses were useful 
but that more should be done .in methods of teaching bookkeep-
ing~ shorthand~ and typewriting. 
John F. Chiavoli3 made a study to determine the effec-
tiveness of the business education curriculum at Rider College 
and found that 50 per cent of the graduates felt that the 
curriculum had prepared them .effectively for their work. Fif-
teen per cent of these graduates held supervisory positions. 
Seventy out of the 92 responding had occupational experience 
in the business field: they,did secretarial work~ clerical 
work~ bookkeeping work~ The people surveyed felt that more 
emphasis should be placed on audio-visua'l aids work~ instruc-
, i 
tion dealing with individual differences~ remedial techniques~ 
and the use of supplementaryimaterial. 
' 
Typewriting) bookkeepin~) and business English were con-
sidered the most useful business and professional courses taken 
by the business education graduates at Rider; history of educa-
tion) introduction to teaching~ and principles of education 
were considered the most useful educational courses taken at 
Rider. The graduates indicated that the courses dealing with 
vocational guidance) business mathematics) and office machines 
needed strengthening. 
3Chiavoli) John F.) A Study to Determine the Effective-
ness of the Business Education Curriculum of Rider College 
for the Years~4g through 1949) Master 1 s Thesis) Boston 
·University,~5~':)ages 42-45. 
7 
Suggestions were made to increase the student teaching 
hours~ to have more observation hours~ and to have fewer de-
tailed lesson plans. In addition~ two suggestions were made 
I 
by the graduates regarding extracurricular activities train-
ing: (1) Thirty-seven felt that a special course was 
necessary. (2) Twenty-nine felt that such training could be 
included in a regular m~thods course. 
Donald G. Swedmark's4 survey of the graduates of Bemidji 
' 
State College with majors in business education revealed: 
63 per cent of the business education graduates were teaching 
in high schools; the majority of the graduates in business 
education had minors in social studies_, and the second rank-
ing m'i~or was physical education; typewriting_, bookkeeping_, 
shorthand_, and general busin~ss were the subjects most often 
taught; sixteen belieyed deficiency existed in the special 
' 
' 
methods courses; 57 per cent :or the respondents believed they 
should have had more English; more than 53 per cent listed 
accounting as the favorite subject; shorthand and teacher 
education courses such as educational psychology and adoles-
i 
cent psychology were disliked by more graduates than any 
other subject. 
4swedmark_, Donald C._, A Follow-Up Study of the Graduates 
of Bemidji State College with Majors in Business Education for 
the Years 1953-1957~ Master's Thesis, University of North 
Dakota~ 1958, The National Business Education Quarterly~ 
Volume 28~ October_, 1959_, p. :60. 
• 
8 
Donald G. FowkeS in his follow-up study of the 1950-1954 
graduates of the master's program in business education at 
Boston University determined that these people had held a 
total of 62 positions other ihan in education since receiv-
ing their master's. Seventy-nine per cent were in business 
or positions related to business; this fact revealed that 
these people were competent i:n the field of business as well 
as in education. Since receiving their advanced degree~ 
10.4 per cent had left education; and one half of these 
people gave low salaries as their reason for leaving. 
These people had taught on every grade level from ele-
mentary to college~ although 71.5 per cent were teaching on 
the high school level. They taught a total of 42 subjects, 
76.3 per cent of which were related to business education. 
Typewriting was the most frequently taught subject~ bookkeep-
ing came next, and then shorthand. Fourteen per cent of the 
people surveyed held supervisory or administrative positions 
in schools since receiving their advanced degree. Ten per 
cent of the respondents were heads of business education 
departments . 
The survey indicated that the graduates were satisfied 
with their present positions ... They were progressing 
financially in their teaching careers. The increase in 
5Fowke, Donald G., A Follow-Up Study of the 1950-1954 
Graduates of the Master's Program in Business Education at 
Boston University, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1955) 
pages 49-55. 
-
salary because of the advanc~d degree ranged from nothing to 
$500. The average increment was from $101 to $200. 
Thirty-six answering the questionnaire indicated that 
9 
they had heard of their positions through friends or rela-
tives; 35 had obtained their positions through letters of 
application; 28 had been placed by the Boston University Place-
ment Service; 25 through private agencies; 21 through faculty 
members; and 16 through the State Department of Education. 
Ninety-four per cent of the respondents felt that the 
curriculu~ construction course:was the most valuable of all 
the professional business education courses; 93 per cent felt 
that consumer business education was the most valuable profes-
sional course; and 92.7 per cent felt that seminar in business 
education and tests and measurements were very valuable. 
The strengthening of the theories and practices course 
was suggested by 38.9 per cent of those responding. Other 
courses which needed strengthening were curriculum construc-
tion~ consumer business education~ principles of business 
education~ administration and supervision in business educa-
tion~ tests and measurements~ and seminar in business 
education. 
The follow-up study indicated that the graduates felt 
that more work should be done in remedial practices~ audio-
visual aids~ and provision for individual differences in 
bookkeeping and shorthand. 
10 
Business clubs were the. most popular extracurricular 
activity sponsored by the respondents. These respondents 
felt that more courses should be offered to prepare for 
sponsorship of such activities. 
Twenty-five of the people surveyed felt that the strength 
of the masterts program in business education at Boston Uni-
versity was its broadness~ while 11 felt that this broadness 
was its weakness. 
John L. Rowe6 conducted a study to determine the common 
practices and existing course sequence patterns in 28 state 
teachers colleges and 26 liberal arts colleges. This study 
revealed that some collegest administrations believed so 
strongly in the importance and relationship of English to 
business education that a dual major was required. Rowe also 
found that business background courses as a general practice 
occupied second place in the curriculQm and were surpassed 
only by general education. 
Methods courses~ both general and specific~ were offered 
by nearly all the institutions~ with as many as four special 
methods courses offered in the teaching of business subjects. 
This research also showed that a mailed questionnaire can 
serve as an effective means of gathering information for 
purposes of a follow-up study of the graduates of a t~acher 
6Rowe, John L._, nBusiness Teacher Education in 28 Se-
lected State Teachers Colleges and 26 Liberal Arts Colleges~ 11 
National Association of Business Teacher Institutions~ Bulle-
tin No. 43~ December~ 1947~ pages 2-32. 
/~'\ 11 8' 
training institution. The research indicated that there is 
a need for constant curriculum revision and that the graduates 
of an institution can supply some of the information necessary 
before revisions are undertaken. 
• 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
The following procedures were employed in the evaluative 
study of the business educat-ion graduates of Bryant College: 
l. Permission was obtained from the Dean of the 
Bryant College School of Secretarial Sciences 
and Business Teacher Education to conduct a 
survey of the business education graduates 
of the last twelve.years. 
2. Theses relating to follow-up studies were 
read to determine the most efficient methods 
of approach to the survey. 
3. A questionnaire for the survey was formulated 
and presented to the seminar group. 
4. The questionnaire was revised after seminar 
group criticisms. 
5. Names and addresses of the business education 
graduates of the last twelve years were com-
piled from the Alumni Office files. 
6. A letter of transmittal was prepared. 
7. The questionnaire and letter of transmittal 
were duplicated and_mailed. 
8. A follow-up postal card was sent two weeks 
later to those not responding .. 
9. The data was tabulated and analyzed . 
/~ 13 ~' 
'-...../ 
10. The summary and recommendations were arrived 
at after the tabulation of data was completed. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
A total of 178 questionnaires was sent out to the 
graduates of the classes of 1948 through 1959. Returns 
totaled 98 or 55.1 per cent ~f those distributed. 
TABLE I 
~R AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES FROM TEE SURVEY 
No. Of Graduates No. Of Graduates Percentage 
Year Surveyed Responding Of Responses 
1948 15 7 46.7 
1949 13 5 38.5 
1950 16 7 43.8 
1951 22 6 27.3 
1952 21 10 47.6 
1953 16 8 50.0 
1954 13 8 61.5 
1955 13 8 61.5 
1956 11 10 90.9 
1957 13 8 61.5 
1958 18 15 83.3 
1959 7 6 85.7 
Totals 178 98 55.1 
As might be expected~ the most recent graduates had the 
highest percentage of res~onses. The best response came from 
the class of 1956 with a 90.9 per cent return. As noted from 
Table I~ this is considerably better than the class of 1951~ 
' 
which had a 27.3 per cent ret~rn. 
I 
i 
·Bryant College offers an opportunity for its business 
education students to major in the secretarial or busines 
/~ 
. ·~.· \ 
I 
I 
15 
administration fields. In previous years a third program of 
I 
undergraduate specialization! combining accounting and busi-
' 
I 
ness administration was available. 
I 
I 
! 
TABLE II 
i 
I 
AREAS OF UNDERGR4DUATE SPECIALIZATION 
', 
I " 
Area Of Specialization No. Of Graduates Reporting 
Secretarial 60 
Business Administration 24 
Accounting 14 
Total 98 
The fact that~ out of th~ 98 responding to the question-
naire~ 60 had majored in the kecretarial area indicates the 
I . 
I depth of interest in the secretarial skills division of busi-
' 
ness education. As shown in table II) 24 of the respondents 
i 
had majored in business administratl~n) and 14 ~f the gradu-
1 " 
ates had elected accounting f~r their undergraduate major. 
i 
I 
The majority~ or 77 of the respondents) taught on the 
i 
secondary level. This was typical in other follow-up studies 
I 
of business education graduatcis. 
' 
It is interesting to note in Table III that eight of the 
I 
i 
graduates had entered the fie]d of elementary education) 16 I . . 
were teaching in colleges~ an~ four were engaged by business 
I 
16 
schools. The respondents' replies showed that many had 
...... ..: 
taught on three levels--elementary~ secondary~ and eGll~gi-
. . . v 
ate; this ~actor accounted ~or the discrepancy between tfue 
. ~ :•. 
number·o~ responses to this particular question and the 
number o~ persons surveyed. 
TABLE III 
LEVELS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
'! l 
" ' 
Levels o~ Teaching No. 0~ Graduates .IReJ:~re>rting 
:: 
Secondary 
College 
Elementary 
Business School 
Adult Education 
77 
16 
8 
4 
2 
One respondent, ~or example~ accepted a position :i,n El; 
system where there were no vacancies in the business e<iueatiGn 
depart~ent. In order to obta~n the position, he haa had to 
accept an elementary grade opeping. However~ this Si:J.me re-
spondent taught business subje;cts in the city 1 s eve;rP.ng l.S,ebeol 
program. 
Two o~ the graduates indicated that they did W6Wk in 
adult education programs in addition to their daily, i:;eaetu,iJitg 
duties on the secondary level. 
17 
The graduates were asked/to indicate the source of their 
initial teaching position. T~ese are listed in Table IV. 
I 
Seven indicated that they hadlnever entered the teaching 
profession. I 
I 
TABLE IV 
i 
I 
SOURCE THROUGH WHICH INI~IAL POSITION WAS OBTAINED 
Source Of Placement 
Personal Contact 
College Placement Bureau 
Private Placement Bureau 
College Dean 
Faculty Member 
No. Of Graduates Reporting 
56 
17 
8 
8 
1 
Director of Business Education_, Connecticut l 
I 
i 
I 
While 56 had acquired their first teaching assignments 
I 
' 
as a result of personal contqcts with superintendents or 
school committees_, only 17 of the 91 who entered teaching had 
I 
I 
been placed by the Bryant Co~lege Placement Bureau. Eight of 
the graduates had obtained their initial positions through 
I 
private placement bureaus. 
Table IV also shows that eight of the respondents indi-
i 
cated that their first positions had been attained through 
I 
the Dean of the Teacher Traibing Department at Bryant College. 
I 
I 
• 
• 
18 
This meant that 25 of the 91 .entering teaching obtained their 
positions through the College. 
One graduate had secured his first position through a 
faculty member in the system) and one person had obtained his 
initial teaching position through the director of business 
education in Connecticut. 
The responses to the question on the areas of teaching 
experiences indicated that the graduates taught a variety of 
subject matter) as seen in Table V. Naturally) the short-
hand) typewriting) and bookkeeping areas were the most 
frequently mentioned. Seventy-seven people reported that 
they taught typewriting; 54) shorthand; 48J bookkeeping. 
Business mathematics was taught by 32 of the graduates. 
Thirty of the respondents were conducting classes in junior 
business training) 21 had classes in office practice) and 19 
had classes in office machines. Fifteen of the graduates were 
instructing law classes) ll were teaching business English) 
and ll were teaching geography. Filing was reported as being 
taugh~ by nine respondents) economics by eight) and salesman-
ship by four of the graduates. Eight of the graduates had 
become elementary teachers and were teaching elementary school 
subjects. 
A variety of business and nonbusiness courses were 
taught by one or two respondents. For example) one person 
had changed from a major in business education on the 
.~ 
,.' 19 
TABLE V 
COURSES TAUGHT BY GRADUATES RESPONDING 
Course No. Of Graduates Reporting 
Typewriting 77 
Shorthand 54 
Bookkeeping 48 
Business Mathematics 32 
Junior Business Training 30 
Office Practice 21 
Office Machines 19 
Law 15 
Geography ll 
Business English ll 
Filing 9 
Economics 8 
Elementary School Subjects (changed major) 8 
Salesmanship 4 
Business Principles 2 
Penmanship 2 
Social Studies 2 
Woxd Study 2 
Business Correspondence 2 
Guidance 2 
Speedwriting l 
Personality Development l 
Educational Television l 
Civics l 
Briefhand l 
First Aid l 
Consumer Economics l 
Business Organization l 
Marketing 1 
Ancient History l 
General Mathematics l 
Credits and Collections l 
Health and Physical Education l 
World History l 
Income Taxes l 
Advertising l 
Introduction to Business l 
English (changed major) l 
I 
20 
I 
undergraduate level to an English major 
and was currently teaching Enklish. 
on the graduate level 
i 
The questionnaire offere~ the respondents an opportunity 
to indicate the reasons for l~aving the field of teaching. 
Table VI shows that marriage ~as given as the reason for not 
staying in teaching by 17. T~o of the respondents had left 
. i 
the profession to accept bettfr opportunities elsewhere. 
I 
I 
TABLE VI 
I 
REASONS FOR LEAVING TEACHING 
I 
' 
Reasons No. Of Graduates Reporting 
I Marriage Responsibilities 1 
I 
I 
Better Opportunities Elsewhere 
i 
Lack of Interest 
Enjoyed Accounting Work 
Military Duty 
Entering Priesthood 
Low Salary 
17 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
0 
No Jobs Available i 0 
! 
Only one of the 23~ as I seen in Table VI~ gave lack of 
I 
interest in teaching as a reason for leaving the field. One 
I 
respondent wrote that account}ng work interested him so much 
that he had never entered thelteaching profession. One 
I graduate indicated that he ha& to leave teaching to fulfill 
21 
his military obligation_, and one had left the field to study 
for the Roman catholic priesthood. Not one of the 23 who 
were no longer engaged in the teaching profession checked 
low salary or lack of available jobs. 
Table VII points out that only 16 of the 75 people who 
were still in teaching held supervisory or administrative 
positions. Since titles vary in different systems, there 
TABLE VII 
SUPERVISORY AND ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS HELD 
No. Of 
Supervisory And Administrative Position Graduates Reporting 
Business Department Head or Chairman 7 
Administrative Assistant to 
Superintendent of Schools 
Guidance Counselor 
Department Coordinator 
Assistant Principal 
Supervising Teacher 
Student Activities Director 
Coordinator Office W~rk-Experience Program 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
may be a duplication in the listings of these duties 
according to the titles given by the respondents. 
22 
I 
Seven of the 16 were h,ads or chairmen of businesS depart-
ments~ whereas two of the g~aduates had become administrative 
assistants to superintenden,s of schools. Two were guidance 
counselors. I 
One person indicated t,at he was a department coordinator~ 
and one respondent was an as:sistant principal. One graduate 
I 
-I 
was a supervising teacher for training student teachers~ one 
was employed as a student ivities director~ and one was a 
, coordinator in an office wor -experience program. 
Table VIII shows that if addition to teaching a variety 
of subjects~ the graduates s~rved as sponsors of diversified 
I 
extracurricular activities. [ 
I 
The role of school newspaper advisor was indicated by 
i 
I 21 respondents~ and 18 of the graduates were class advisors. 
I -
Fifteen replied that they wete coaches of various sports~ 
. ! 
including soccer~ golf~ hors~back riding~ tennis~ baseball~ 
i 
football~ basketball~ and bo~ling. Fourteen of the people 
i 
sponsoring extracurricular activities were working with the 
: . . . 
l 
school yearbook staffs. Twelve of the graduates were engaged 
I 
in coaching dramatic groups. I 
i Four of the graduates w1re advisors to college sorori-
1 ties~ and three were sponsoring personal typing clubs. 
Table VIII indicates that a Jariety of other extracurricula~ 
I 
activities were being sponso*ed by one or two of the 
respondents. 
23 
I 
TABLE VIII 
I 
I EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVIT]ES SPONSORED BY THE GRADUATES 
I 
Extracurricular Activities No. Of Graduates Reporting 
School Newspaper 
Class Advisor 
Sports Coaching 
Yearbook 
Dramatics 
Sorority 
Personal Typing Club 
Student Council Advisor 
Athletic Council Advisor 
Debating Club 
Business Club 
F. B. L. A. 
Fraternity 
School Magazine 
Glee ClUb 
School Accounts 
Newman Club 
Teacher Training Club 
Art Club 
Tri-Y 
Future Teachers of America 
Business Visitations 
United Nation Tours 
International Relations Clup 
i 
Bryant Christian Associatioh 
Square Dancing Club '·' 
Investment Club 
Junior Business League 
Y-Teens 
Dances 
Social Committee Advisor 
Activities Budget Club 
Red Cross 
21 
18 
15 
14 
12 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
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Table IX shows that when asked to indicate what method 
of preparation was necessary for sponsorship of extracurricu-
lar activities~ 52 of the 98 respondents indicated that no 
preparation was necessary. One graduate said that experience 
was the best teacher; another said that discussion may help 
but problems vary so from year to year that making any definite 
preparation was useless. 
TABLE IX 
METHOD OF PREPARATION DESIRED BY 
RESPONDENTS FOR EXTRACURRICULAR SPONSORSHIP 
Method Of Preparation No. Of Graduates Reporting 
No Preparation Necessary 52 
Special Course Devoted to 
Extracurricular Activities 23 
Included in Methods Course 19 
Participation in Activities as a Student 4 
Twenty-three of the respondents~ however~ felt that a 
special course devoted to extracurricular activity sponsorship 
preparation would be helpful. Nineteen of the graduates felt 
that such information could be given in the regular methods 
courses. One of these students said that inclusion of general 
information in regard to duti~s and responsibilities in the 
regular methods courses would be of assistance. Four answered 
25 
that participation in extracqrricular activities while a 
I 
student was an excellent metBod or preparing for sponsorship 
or such activities. 
The graduates of Bryant iOollege have brought to their I . 
teaching positions a wealth Jf occupational experience that 
I 
should permit them to enhance their classes~ as evidenced in 
i 
I 
Table X. Many of the graduates had part-time positions while 
I 
attending college. 
I 
i 
Twenty-four or the graduates 
I 
I 
ial work in stores, churches~ and 
had done general secretar-
banks. Fourteen or those 
responding were at one time ~mployed in bookkeeping work. 
Nine or the respondents had been office clerks. Seven or the 
graduates had done legal secretarial work. Five had been 
! 
office managers~ and five had done accounting work. Four or 
the graduates had worked in ~chool offices. Three or the 
respondents had done private; tutoring, and three had done 
I 
I public accounting work. 
i 
i 
As indicated in Table ~' a great variety of positions 
were held by the respondents/. While the majority or these 
i 
occupational experiences werle closely associated with busi-
1 
ness and indicated business !competence as well as teaching 
I 
competence on the part of the graduates, several or the occu-
patlons were completely div+ced from the field of business, 
such as playground supervisdr, park supervisor, millwright, 
i 
laundry helper, camp counse~or, apprentice embalmer, and 
florist. 
.. 
I 
! 
.i 
TABLE X 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF THE RESPONDENTS 
OTHER THAN TEACHING 
26 
Position No. Of Graduates Reporting 
General Secretarial Work 
Bookkeeper 
Office Clerk 
Salesclerk 
Legal, Secretary 
Office Manager 
Accountant 
School Secretary 
Private Tutor 
Public Accountant 
Payroll Account Clerk 
Stenographic Reporter 
Playground Supervisor 
Bank Teller 
Park Supervisor 
Store Manager 
Chief Accountant 
Internal Revenue Agent 
Rate Clerk 
Cashier 
Personnel Manager 
Assistant Personnel Manager 
Internal Revenue Supervisor 
Millwright 
Traffic Clerk 
Laundry Helper. ' 
Chief Billing Clerk 
Theater Manager 
Medical Secretary 
Assistant College Administration Officer 
Camp Counselor 
Real Estate Agent 
24 
14 
9 
8 
7 
5 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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I TABLE Xr Continued 
Position 
Insurance Agent 
Town Record Director 
Army Clerk Typist , 
Commanding Officer~ Nationa~ Guard 
Funeral Home Manager 
Apprentice Embalmer 
File Clerk 
Assistant Purchasing Agent 
Florist 
~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
No. Of Graduates Reporting 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
• 
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~n interpreting Table XI~ the reader should bear in mind 
that bnly the graduates who had completed teaching other than 
pract~ce teaching were asked to evaluate the methods and pro-
fessipnal courses offered by Bryant College. Several of the 
respohdents had not gone into teaching~ and a few of the 
methohs and professional courses were not offered at the 
time ~orne of the graduates had attended Bryant College. 
I TABLE XI 
I 
VAL~ OF METHODS AND PROFESSIONAL COURSES TO RESPONDENTS 
I 
Coursf 
Educational Psychology 
Methods of Teaching Typewriting 
Methotls of Teaching Bookkeeping 
Methotls of Teaching Social 
I Business Subjects 
Methods of Teaching Office Machines 
Problkms in Business Education 
Methotls of Teaching Shorthand 
Measu~ement in Business Education 
Principles of Education 
AudiotVisual Aids 
Classroom Management 
Histo~y of Education 
Rhode!Island Education 
I 
Valuable 
87 
84 
82 
81 
79 
78 
78 
76 
76 
72 
67 
65 
47 
Not Valuable 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 
1 
3 
9 
4 
16 
21 
34 
I Educational psychology was considered as valuable by 87 
I 
', 
of the graduates~ whereas only three felt that it was not a 
valuable course. Rhode Island education~ on the other hand) 
was listed as valuable by 47 and was listed as not valuable 
by 34. History of education was deemed a valuable course by 
29 
65 of the respondents; 21 felt that it was not valuable. Six-
teen of the graduates indicated that classroom management was 
not valuable~ and 67 listed it as valuable. 
Table XI shows that the other methods and professional 
courses were considered valuable by the majority of those 
responding and that very few felt that these courses were of 
no value. Certain responses indicated that faculty personali-
ties were a factor in the course evaluations. 
As indicated in Table XII~ 51 of the graduates felt that 
problems in business education should continue as is; 15 felt 
that the course should be improved; five felt that it should 
be dropped. Whereas 29 of the respondents considered class-
room management satisfactory~ 34 felt that the course should 
be improved. Ten felt that the course should be dropped. 
Rhode Island education was sanctioned by 32 of the graduates~ 
but 25 felt that the course should be improved and 15 were in 
favor of dropping the subject from the curriculum. (The 
course is required by the State of Rhode Island for teacher 
certification.) 
Thirty-two of the graduates felt that methods of teach-
ing office machines and audio-visual aids should be improved. 
Only two respondents felt that methods of teaching office 
machines should be dropped~ but seven felt that awd:-to~v.:Lsual 
aids should be removed from the curriculum. No one felt that 
educational psychology or methods of teaching shorthand should 
be discontinued. Table XII also shows that several methods 
~, 
TABLE XII 
CURRICULUM SUGGESTIONS FOR METHODS 
AND PROFESSIONAL COURSES 
Continue 
Course As Is 
Problems in Business Education 51 
Educational Psychology 48 
Principles of Education 48 
MetJ:lods of Teaching_Bookkeeping _48_ 
Methods of Teaching Typewriting 47 
Measurement in Business Education 46 
History of Education 43 
Methods of Teaching Social Business Subjects 43 
Methods of Teaching Shorthand 39 
Methods of Teaching Office Machines 36 
Rhode Island Education 32 
Classroom Management 29 
Audio-Visual Aids 26 
• 
Should Be Should Be 
Improved Dropped 
15 5 
20 0 
20 3 
25 l 
25 l 
25 3 
29 3 
28 l 
22 0 
32 2 
25 15 
34 10 
32 7 
VJ 
0 
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and professional courses were considered in need of improve-
ment by a fairly large number of the graduates. 
All the graduates were asked to evaluate the cultural 
courses. Table XIII indicates that both American literature 
and English literature were considered valuable by the re-
spondents. Only two felt that American literature had no 
value_, and three felt that English literature was not worth-
while. While 75 of the graduates indicated that general 
TABLE XIII 
VALUE OF CULTURAL COURSES TO THE RESPONDENTS 
Course 
American Literature 
English Literature 
American Economic History 
General Psychology 
United States History 
European History 
Political Science 
Latin American History 
Survey of Physical Sciences 
Global Geography 
Survey of Biological Sciences 
·valuable 
86 
84 
77 
75 
71 
59 
58 
54 
53 
47 
41 
Not Valuable 
2 
3 
2 
9 
2 
3 
0 
5 
4 
4 
4 
psychology was of value_, nine felt that the course had no 
worth. Five indicated that Latin American history was of no 
value. No one felt that political science had no value as a 
cultural offering of the curriculum. In general_, the responses 
to this particular question would indicate that the cultural 
program met with the satisfaction of the respondents. 
32 
However~ since some of these courses were not a part of the 
curriculQm when a few of the graduates attended ~yant Col-
lege~ the tally did not agree with the total surveyed. 
Table XIV shows that when asked to make curriculum 
sug~estions for the cultural courses~ very few of those re-
sponding felt that it was necessary to drop the courses from 
the curriculum but many did indicate the need for improvement. 
TABLE XIV 
CURRICULUM SUGGESTIONS FOR CULTURAL COURSES 
Continue Should Be 
Course As Is Improved 
American Literature 46 22 
English Literature 44 21 
United States History 41 7 
~merican Economic History 37 20 
General Psychology 33 32 
European History 30 4 
Latin American History 27 4 
Political Science .22 12 
Survey of Physical Sciences 21 16 
Global Geography 16 12 
Survey of Biological Sciences 16 9 
Should Be 
Dropped 
0 
1 
0 
0 
3 
2 
4 
1 
3 
5 
3 
General psychology received 33 suggestions for improve-
ment~ whereas American literature received.22 and English 
literature received 21. However, no one felt that American 
literature, United States h~story, or American economic history 
should be dropped from the curriculum. Nine felt that biology 
should be improved by the addition of laboratory work. 
--~ 
' \ 
.\ 
i 
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Only those graduates with teaching experience other than 
practice teaching were asked ~o evaluate the business courses 
I 
offered by Bryant College. The favorable responses to this 
I 
question indicated that all t~ose actively engaged in teach-
! 
ing felt that their business ~ackground was extremely valuable. 
Table XV indicates that bo one considered accounting~ 
I 
I 
business English~ fundamentalls of speech~ problems in speech 
I 
i 
and writing~ law_, typewriting:~ or office machines I of no 
value. Typewriting was consibered the most valuable course_, 
I 
with 85 favorable responses. I Accounting and business English 
I 
received 83 and 82 favorable tresponses_, respectively. Per-
' ! 
sonality development_, while i~ received 65 responses in favor 
of its value_, was considered rnavailing by 16 of the graduates. 
I 
In interpreting the info~mation in Table XV_, the reader 
I 
should remember that all the graduates did not go into teach-
ing nor did they take all thel business courses -offered. 
In Table XVI it can be s'een that the courses in law_, 
! 
I 
accounting_, typewriting_, busibess English_, principles of 
economics, shorthand theory_, rffice machines I_, office 
machines II_, and fundamentals: of speech received no opposi-
i 
tion. The office machines IIi course_, according to 21 of the 
I 
respondents_, needed to be imp~oved_, however. 
! 
Fifteen of the graduatesj indicated that the course in 
personality was nonessential bo the curriculum and should be 
I 
dropped. This was the only cburse to have such a high 
negative response. The remai~ing business courses_, although 
~ . 
• 
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TABLE XV 
VALUE OF BUSINESS COURSES TO THE RESPONDENTS 
Course 
Typewriting 
Accounting Courses 
Business English 
Office Machines I 
Office Machines II 
Word Study and Vocabulary Building 
Fundamentals of Speech 
Principles of Economics 
Business Correspondence 
Business Mathematics 
Law 
Filing 
Personality Development 
Secretarial Practice 
Problems in Speech and Writing 
Money and Banking 
Shorthand Dictation~ 80-140 wpm 
Principles of Advertising 
Survey of Federal Income Taxes 
Office Management 
Principles of Sales 
Shorthand Theory 
Investments 
Principles of Marketing 
Personnel Management 
Valuable 
85 
83 
82 
80 
80 
79 
79 
78 
76 
74 
73 
72 
65 
63 
60 
58 
57 
53 
51 
48 
48 
46 
44 
43 
41 
Not Valuaple 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
3 
0 
2 
4 
5 
0 
5 
16 
2 
0 
1 
1 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
5 
6 
• •) 
····-- .---
TABLE XVI 
CURRICULUM SUGGESTIONS FbR BUSINESS COURSES 
Continue Should Be Should Be 
Course As Is Improved Dropped 
--
Law 55 4 0 
Accounting Courses 52 4 0 
Typewriting 50 11 0 
Business English 47 12 0 
Business Correspondence 46 10 5 
Word Study and Vocabulary Building 42 11 3 
Principles of Economics 41 19 0 
Shorthand ~heory 40 5 0 
Office Machines I 40 19 0 
Filing 40 14 2 
Office Machines II 38 21 0 
Secretarial Practice 38 16 2 
Fundamentals of Speech 37 14 0 
Business Mathematics 37 14 1 
Shorthand Dictation) 80-140 wpm 36 9 1 
Money and Banking 34 14 1 
Problems in Speech and Writing 32 7 1 
Principles of Advertising 30 10 1 
Investments 29 7 2 
Survey of Federal Income Taxes 26 10 1 
Personnel Management 23 7 5 
Office Management 23 12 3 
Principles of Sales 23 14 1 
Principles of Marketing 19 15 4 lJJ Pers<;>nali~y 9 19 15 \Jl 
deemed necessary by the graduates~ needed improvement. For 
example~ one of the respondents suggested that the title of 
.the business English course be changed to just English so that 
it could be used in obtaining certification to teach English. 
Another graduate suggested the incorporation of business cor-
respondence with business English as a possible curriculum 
improvement. One of the respondents said that the course in 
business mathematics should offer a wider variety of material. 
In reporting on the filing course~ one criticism was that an 
entire semester was too long for this subject. 
In Table XVII is found a list of the courses that the 
respondents felt should have been offered at Bryant College. 
Many of these were in the liberal arts field. Eighteen of 
the graduates evidenced a desire for a language course. Ten 
suggested a course in French; fivej Spanish; three~ Russian. 
Ten of the graduates said that a course·in philosophy of 
education would be helpful, and six proposed a course in 
sociology. 
Many of the graduates stated in their suggestions that 
some of the courses that were lacking at the time of their 
attendance at Bryant were now present in the curriculum. 
However, one respondent added that he felt that an entirely 
different setup in all the methods courses was necessary. 
Another graduate felt that the methods courses should be more 
practical) with more emphasis on how to handle discipline. 
• 
! 
I TABLI XVII 
COURSES THAT SHOULD BE OFFERED 
I 
I 
37 
Course No. Of Graduates Reporting 
Philosophy of Education 
French 
Sociology 
Spanish 
Typewriter Repair 
' 
Russian 
Guidance 
Methods of 
Algebra 
Observation 
Teaching Mathematics 
I 
Course 
Music 
Formal Logic 
Problems of Adolescence 
Stenotype 
Briefhand or Speedwriting 
Ethics Course 
I 
Methods of Teaching Business English 
I Art Appreciation 1 
Methods of Research 
Orientation to Education 
I 
Great J?ooks 
Physical Education and 
School Administration 
Curriculum Development 
Etymology of Words 
i 
Health) 
I 
10 
10 
6 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The graduate who suggested th~ course in humanities added that 
he believed that Bryant Colleke was headed in the right direc-
' r 
tion with the addition of liberal arts courses. 
I 
When asked to list what they felt were some of the weak-
1 
nesses of the practice teaching program offered by Bryant 
. i 
.~-·\ • J I \ •.. ? 
College, several of the graduates recorded some interesting 
points that can be seen in Table XVIII. 
TABLE XVIII 
WEAK POINTS OF PRACTICE TEACHING PROGRAM 
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS 
Item No. Of Graduates Reporting 
No variety of subject matter 
No helpful criticism from critic 
No experience in discipline problems 
Critic not in room enough 
Unsureness in grading 
Lack of coordination between critic 
and College 
Not enough experience before a class 
Too many subjects 
Lack of opportunity to use initiative 
No experience in theory courses 
Time prevents completion of projects 
Not given low-ability students 
Used as substitute for study hall 
Six-week observation period before 
allowed to teach 
Not given enough responsibility 
No indoctrination to school policy 
No contact with College 
Never carried full program 
6 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
Six of the graduates felt that the lack of a ~ariety of 
subjects offered to the student teacher was a'bad feature of 
their training program. Whereas four felt that their high 
• 
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school supervisors had not offered enough helpful criticism~ 
three felt that their supervisors had not been present in the 
classroom long enough to observe their teaching methods. 
Another criticism offered by three of the respondents was 
that they had no experience in handling discipline problems 
while doing their practice teaching. Two felt that there was 
little coordination between their critics and the College~ 
and another listed that the studentts lack of contact with 
the College was a weakDess of this program. 
When asked to list the strong points of their practice 
teaching program~ the graduates of Bryant College offered 17 
items~ which are found in Table XIX. 
Twenty of the respondents who had been able to teach 
their classes from the very first day considered this a 
. favorable aspect of the practice teaching program. Eighteen 
others listed as a high point of the program the presence of 
an excellent critic. Ten of those responding were pleased 
with the superior daily supervision of their work. Nine of 
the graduates felt that the one-semester program for practice 
teaching was an excellent length of time for training. Eight 
of the respondents had been,given the responsibility for com-
plete administration of the classes from the homeroom period 
to the end of the school day. This~ they felt~ was a strong 
point because it allowed them to get experience of a complete 
day of teaching. 
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TABLE XIX 
STRONG POINTS OF PRACTICE TEACHING PROGRAM 
Item No. Of Graduates Reporting 
Taught immediately 20 
Excellent critic 18 
Superior daily supervision 10 
Length of training~ one semester 9 
Complete administration of class 8 
Ability to observe other classes 4 
Introduced as additional teacher 4 
Variety of subjects 4 
Daily lesson plans required 3 
Energetic critic 2 
Diversity of program 2 
Little observation by critic 2 
Association with experienced teachers 
Practical experience in handling class 
Gradual growth of teaching load 
Direct contact with students 
Homeroom management 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The graduates gave several suggestions for the improve-
ment of the practice teaching program provided by Bryant 
College. These can be found in Table XX. 
Eleven people said that more variety of subject matter 
should be provided during the practice teaching period. They 
suggested~ for instance~ that a secretarial major should not 
have his program limited to shorthand and typewriting. 
Nine of the' graduates expressed a desire for some 
provision whereby seminar meetings ~ould be arranged with the 
•) 
..... ..-
TABLE XX: 
IMPROVEMENTS FOR PRACTICE TEACHING PROGRAM 
Suggestion No. Of Graduates Reporting 
Provide more variety of subject matter--not just 
shorthand and typewriting 
Provide seminar meetings with college supervisors 
for coordination 
Be more selective in choosing critics 
Be sure student teaches 
Provide more visitations and talks with college supervisors 
Give student a feeling of worth--not just a clerk 
Shorten training hours 
Give opportunity to observe others in high school 
Be sure critics evaluate progress 
Provide more record keeping 
Put practice teaching in the final semester 
Have students carry fewer subjects 
Have training student take part in extracurricular activities 
Subject students to discipline problems 
Emphasize lesson planning 
Do not assign student to high school from which he graduated 
Be sure student teacher does not carry critic's program 
Provide a one-month seminar in practice-teaching problems 
Work up teaching hours to a full program 
Provide more than one critic for a student 
Put tests and measurements in curriculum before student 
teaching 
Provide more liberal arts before training 
Provide more uniformity for all trainees 
11 
9 
7 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
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College supervisors; it was intimated that this would make 
for better coordination of the program. In this same general 
area~ four felt that there should be more visitations and 
talks on the part of the individual student teachers with the 
College supervisors. Seven of those responding suggested 
that the College be more selective in the appointing of critic 
teachers. Four mentioned that the College should be sure 
that the student teaches during the majority of the student 
teaching period. 
Table XXI contains a list of the areas of the weaknesses 
which confronted the graduates doing advanced work. 
TABLE XXI 
AREAS IN WHICH RESPONDENTS FELT A WEAKNESS IN GRADUATE STUDY 
Area No. Of Graduates Reporting 
History 11 
Literature 5 
Preparation of Reports and Manuscripts 4 
Algebra 4 
Methods of Research 3 
Humanities 2 
Science 2 
Guidance 1 
Statistics 1 
Philosophy 1 
Eleven indicated that their background in history was 
not adequate for graduate study. Five lacked sufficient 
background in literature. Four indicated a weakness in the 
• 
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I 
preparation of reports and mapuscripts~ and four said that 
they had trouble with algebr~. As shown in this table~ a few 
i 
respondents indicated other ,eakr1esses in graduat,e study. 
It was determined from lhis survey of the business 
education graguates of Bryan~ College that nine of those re-
sponding to the questionnairJ had been awarded advanced degrees 
from various institutions~ wJich are listed in the following 
i 
table: 
TABLE XXII 
I 
I 
ADVANCED DEGREES ACQPIRED BY BRYANT GRADUATES 
Institution 
University of Connecticut 
Albany State College 
for Teachers 
Boston University 
I 
4 
I 
I 
I 
2 
I . 
Degree 
Master of Arts~ Administration 
Master of Science 
Business Education 
I ] Master of Education 
Business Education 
Teachers College Master of Arts 
Columbia l Business Education 
I 
Wesleyan University l Master of Arts~ Economics 
I 
I 
Four of the graduates had received Master of Arts degrees 
from the University of Con~ecticut. All had majored in ad-
ministration. Two of the riespondents had been awarded Master 
of Science degrees from Al~any State College for Teachers_, 
where they had majored in ~usiness education. One person had 
• 
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been granted a Master of Education degree from Boston Univer-
sity. This respondent had majored in business education. 
One of the graduates had received a Master of Arts degree 
from Teachers College~ Columbia University~ where he had 
majored in business education. Another of the graduates had 
been graduated from Wesleyan University with a Master of Arts 
degree. His major was economics. 
Thirty-four of those responding to the questionnaire 
were currently engaged in advanced work. As evidenced in 
Table XXIII~ all but two were studying for master rs degrees. 
Of the 11 graduates at Boston University~ three were 
working for the Master of Education degree with a major in 
guidance~ five were doing advanced work towards a Master of 
Education with a major in business education~ and three were 
working toward the Master of Education degree with a major in 
administration. 
One of the respondents was doing graduate work toward a 
Master of Education degree at Bridgewater State Teachers Col-
lege. Another was concentrating on advanced work in the 
field of English at Brown University towards a Master of Arts 
degree. One of those responding was at Central Connecticut 
State College studying for the Master of Science degree with 
a major in business education. At Teachers College~ ColQmbia 
University~ one of the gradqates was enrolled in a Master of 
Arts program with a major in business education. At New York 
University another Bryant College graduate was pursuing a 
•) 
TABLE XXIII 
NUMBER OF BRYANT GRADUATES WORKING ON ADVANCED DEGREES 
Institution / 
Boston University 
Boston University 
Boston University 
Bridgewater State Teachers College 
Brown University.' 
Central Connecticut State College 
Columbia, Teachers College 
New York University 
North Adams State Teachers College 
Rhode Island College of Education 
Rhode Island College of Education 
Rhode Island College of Education 
Rhode Island College of Education 
Rhode Island College of Education 
University of Connecticut 
University of Connecticut 
University of Rhode Island 
University of Rhode Island 
University of Vermont 
West Virginia University 
Degree 
Master of Education, Guidance 
Master of Education 
Business Education 
Master of Education 
Administration 
Master of Education 
Master of Arts) English 
Master of Science 
Business Education 
Master of Arts 
Business Education 
Master of Arts 
Business Education 
Master of Education 
No. Of Graduates 
Reporting 
3 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
Master of Education, Supervision 
Master of Arts, Education 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Master of Education, Guidance 
Master of Education) Speech 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Business Education 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Administration 
Master of Science, History) 
Political Science 
Master of Arts, English 
Master of Education 
Master of Education 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
• 
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Master of Arts degree with a major in business education. 
Three respondents were working on Master of Education degrees 
in schools located in various parts of the country: one at 
the University of Vermont~ one at West Virginia University~ 
and one at North Adams State Teachers College. 
Eleven of the business education graduates of Bryant 
College were engaged in graduate programs at the Rhode Island 
College of Education. Two were working for the Master of 
Education) majoring in supervision; two were working for the 
Master of Arts in education; two were working for.the Master 
of Education~ majoring in secondary education; four were work-
ing for the Master of Education_, majoring in guidance; one was 
working for the Master of Education~ majoring in speech. 
Two of the respondents were working for Doctor of 
Philosophy degrees at the University of Connecticut. One 
was a major in business education_, and the other was a major 
in administrat.ion. 
Two of the graduates were studying at the University of 
Rhode Island. One was working toward the Master of Arts de-
gree with an English major; the other was working for a Master 
of Science degree with a history-political science major. 
The business education graduates of ~ryant College who 
had gone on to advanced studies were asked to indicate the 
conditions under which they entered graduate programs. 
Two of the graduates were majoring in administration at 
Boston University. One said that he had a nine-hour 
~ 
TABLE XXIV 
AREAS OF ACCEPTANCE DEFICIENCIES 
No. 
Enrolled Graduate School and Course 
Boston University 
2 Administration 
Subjects 
Biology Science 
Physical Science 
Hygiene 
HistoryJ American or European 
Literature) American or English 
Laboratory Science 
Deficiency 
Hours 
9 
12 
----- -------1--~-----------Business--Educ_ation_ ______ .Sc.ism_c~-=--Labo:r_q_t_q_r>y W_o_rk -American History -- ----------~--- 12 
2 
l 
Guidance 
Brown University 
English 
Western Civilization 
Laboratory Science 
World Civilization 
Literature 
History 
Science 
Biology Science 
Physical Science 
Hygiene 
Laboratory Science 
Science Laboratory Work 
English and American Literature 
12 
12 
9 
3 
0 
l 
4 
"""""· 
•) 
" .. -
+=-~ 
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TABLE XXIVJ Continued 
No. 
Enrolled Graduate School and Course 
Teachers CollegeJ Columbia 
2 Business Education 
1 
1 
Central Connecticut State 
Business .Education 
New York University 
Business Education 
Subjects 
No area specified* 
Entrance Examination and satis-
factory completion of 16 graduate 
hours 
Deficiency 
Hours 
16 
0 
0 
---------~-------- ~ ----·-- Rhode--Ts-1-and--eo 11-ege--o f'-- ------ - -· - -- ----~~--­ --------- ----· ----------------
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Education 
Guidance 
Secondary Education 
Education 
Speech 
Supervision 
Albany State College for 
Teachers 
Business Education 
Humanities and/or Social Studies 
(Just one person had thisj the 
other three had none.) 
1951 
1959J General Business Subjects 
*Reduced by Graduate Record Examination 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
• 
+=-co 
•) 
TABLE XXIV) Concluded 
No. 
Enrolled Graduate School and Course 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
University of Connecticut 
Education 
Administration 
Education 
University of Rhode Island 
History and Political 
Science 
English 
University of Vermont 
·Education 
Wesleyan University 
Economics-History-
Government 
West Virginia University 
Subjects 
1958 
1959~ probation for 12 hours 
1959_, Literature 
Algebra 
Philosophy of Science 
U. S. History 
Economics 
Geography 
Secondary Education 
History 
Political Science 
English 
History 
Based on maintenance of B average 
Deficiency 
Hours 
0 
0 
21 
12 
12 
0 
0 
0 
a) 
+=-
\.0 
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undergraduate deficiency~ which consisted of biology~ physical 
science, and hygiene courses. The other stated that he had a 
12-hour deficiency in the fields of American or European 
history~ kmerican or English literature~ and laboratory 
science. 
Seven of those attending Boston University were busi-
ness education majors. Three of these had been accepted with 
a 12-hour deficiency in the American history~ western civiliza-
tion, and science-laboratory areas. One of the seven had been 
admitted with a 12-hour deficiency in the fields of world 
civilization~ laboratory science~ and literature. Another 
had a 12-hour deficiency~ but the hours were divided only be-
tween history and science. One of the business education 
majors had a nine-hour deficiency~ which was in the fields of 
biology~ physical science~ and hygiene. The last of these 
seven listed a three-hour deficiency in the laboratory science 
area. 
Two of the graduates were enrolled in the guidance pro-
gram at Boston University~ where one had no undergraduate 
deficiency and the other had a one-hour deficiency in science-
laboratory work. 
One of the respondents had been accepted with a four-
hour deficiency at Brown University~ where he majored in 
English. The four hours were to be made up in the English 
and American literature areas. 
• The I two graduates who Had gone on to Teachers CollegeJ 
I 
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Columbia UniversityJ gave vJry complete descriptions or their 
I 
admission requirements. On~ said that no specific area or 
I 
dericiency had been listedJ \although a 16-hour deficiency was 
i given. The courses complet~d ror the deficiencies had to be 
I 
examination more than once.: This graduate had reduced his 
dericiency from 16 to 8 hou1s. This person~ who had worked 
I 
as an assistant in the coll$ge admissions orfice at Teachers 
i 
College~ added a special comment in regard to admission pro-
cedures at the College relative to Bryant College students 
I 
interested in graduate work;. He stated that Teachers College 
I 
! 
would accept from ~yant College only students who had excep-
. I 
I 
tional records. There had hot been enough of the Bryant 
! 
students at the institutionifor the school to evaluate Bryant 
l 
College to any extent. Furphermore~ they would not accept 
I 
anyone for graduate work wh~ had a deficiency of more than 
I 
16 hours. 
i 
The other gradua~e who had gone to Teachers Col-
i 
lege wrote that upon his admission to 
I 
the College~ the 
I 
dericiency was set at 16 po~nts. The reco~mendation was made 
that he take the Graduate ~ecord Examination; as a result or 
the examination and his grJ,des for 15 hours of graduate work~ 
his deficiency was reduced ito six hours. The graduate further 
Boslon University 
~cho~l of Education 
i Lib.rary 
: . 
• 
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I 
I 
stated that after he had completed 24 hours of graduate work~ 
I 
his record would be reviewe4. Then the deficiency could be 
kept at six hours~ reduced flurther~ or eliminated completely. 
I 
I 
He said that any deficiencyithat he might have to make up 
I 
would not be specified as tq area and that he would be able 
I 
! 
to take any course offered at Teachers College in order to 
I 
I 
meet the requirement. 
Central Connecticut State College had no entrance 
deficiency for the one graduate who majored in business 
I j 
education. 
The respondent who hadiattended New York University had 
to take an entrance examinafion. Admission to the graduate 
program was based upon the ~esults of this examination and 
! 
I 
satisfactory completion of 16 hours of graduate work. 
I 
i 
Four graduates had attknded Rhode Island College of Edu-
i 
cation~ where they majored ~n guidance. One recorded a six-
1 
hour deficiency in the hQmahities or social studies~ while 
i 
! 
the other three had no defi;ciency at all. Four other 
! 
graduates were attending Rhode Island College of Education~ 
majoring in secondary education~ education~ speech, and 
! 
supervision. These people ~isted no deficiencies. 
[ 
The two graduates who rad attended Albany State College 
for Teachers majored in bus1iness education. One had graduated 
from Albany in 1951 and 
the other had graduated 
I 
I 
ha~ had 
I 
in !1959 
! 
no undergraduate deficiencies; 
and had had a ten-hour 
deficiency in general busi~ess subjects. 
n 
• .. . 
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Two of the graduates majored in administration at the 
University of Connecticut. The one who had graduated from 
that institution in 1958 had been fully admitted to the program 
with no deficiencies. The other 7 who was graduated in 1959 7 
had been admitted on a probational basis for the first 12 
credits. If he received honor marks for those 12 credits 7 he 
could go on a regular status. Two other graduates majored in 
education at the University of Connecticut. One was graduated 
in 1955 and had been admitted with no undergraduate deficiency. 
The other received his masterts from that institution in 1959 
upon completion of a full graduate program and removal of a 
21-hour deficiency in the literature 7 algebra~ philosophy of 
science~ United States history~ economics~ geography~ and 
secondary education areas. This graduate further stated that 
although his doctoral plan of study had not been completed~ 
he would have to take more subjects in the areas of mathematics 
and science; botany and zoology had already been included in 
that program. It should be noted here that this graduate 
had changed from a straight business education major on the 
undergraduate level to an administration major on the graduate 
level. The doctorate will be pursued in the business education 
area. 
At the University of Rhode Island~ where he was majoring 
in history and political science~ one of the graduates had a 
12-hour deficiency in those areas._ Another graduate attended 
the University of Rhode Island 7 where he was majoring in 
English_, and had a 12-hour ub.dergraduate deficiency in his 
I 
I 
major. Perhaps the fact that the majors were changed 
accounted for these discrepancies. 
No undergraduate deficiency had to be removed in order 
! 
to obtain an advanced degreej in education at the University 
f V t t W t V. · I. u i it At w· 1 o ermon or a es lrglnra n vers y. es eyan 
I 
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University_, majoring in eco~omics ·and history and government_, 
a graduate merely had to maiptain a B average. 
I 
The data presented in t;his chapter gives the graduates 1 
I 
professional backgrounds_, tneir evaluation of the undergradu-
1 
ate curriculum_, their recornWendations for curriculum revisions_, 
i 
and their progress on the graduate level. From the assessment 
I -
of this data,- a summary mayibe formulated and recommendations 
may be proposed. 
• 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of Findings 
Based upon the analysis of the data presented in the pre-
ceding chapter~ a SQmmary of the major findings of the survey 
of the graduates of the business education program at Bryant 
College for the years 1948-1959 is presented in the following 
pages: 
1. The business education graduates of Bryant 
College were primarily secretarial majors; 
60 of the 98 respon~ing to the survey were 
; 
such majors. Twenty-four were business 
: 
aQministration majo~s~ and 14 were account-
ing majors. 
2. The majority of the business education 
· gra~uates~ 77 of thqse responding~ taught 
I 
in secondary schools. Sixteen were college 
I 
! 
faculty members~ eight were in elementary 
! 
education~ four were on business school 
I 
faculties~ and two were engaged in adult 
education programs.: 
' 3. More than half of the graduates~ 56 of those 
responding~ obtained their initial positions 
I 
through personal co~tact. The College Place-
ment Bureau placed very few of the graduates 
rAe ~ 
4. 
s. 
6. 
l 
I 
of the business ed~cation department; only 
17 of the 91 said that the College Place-
' 
ment Bureau placed
1
them. 
I 
Typewriting was th~ subject most frequently 
I taught according t~ the responses. This 
I 
I 
was followed by sh0rthand~ bookkeeping~ 
I 
business mathematies) and junior business 
I 
training. 
I 
Seventeen of the g~aduates left teaching 
I because of marriage responsibilities. 
I 
Business department chairman or business 
department head was the most frequently 
I 
I 
I 
held supervisory or administrative posi-
tion) although there were only seven 
I 
graduates engaged ~n these activities. 
I 
I 7. The school newspapfr was the most fre-
I 
. I 
quent extracurricular activity sponsored. 
! 
Other extracurricular duties were those 
of class advisor) ~ports coach) yearbook 
supervisor) and dramatics coach. 
I 
8. Over half of the glraduates surveyed) 52) 
I 
felt that no prepa~ation was necessary 
I 
for sponsorship of/ extracurricular 
activities. Twenty-three indicated 
I 
that a special codrse devoted to extra-
I 
I 
curricular activit~ies should be offered) 
I 
56 
and 19 felt that the information could be 
included in a regular methods course. 
9. General secretarial work was the most com-
mon type of employment experienced by the 
teachers outside of the classroom. Book-
. keeping experience was also mentioned 
frequently. 
10. Educational psychology was considered by 
87 of the graduates as the most valuable 
of the methods and professional courses . 
. Methods of teaching typewriting came next~ 
followed by methods of teaching bookkeep-
ing and methods of.teaching social business 
subjects. 
11. Rhode Island education~ though required 
by the State for teacher certification~ 
was considered the· least valuable of the 
professional courses. 
12. Some graduates indicated that methods and 
professional courses should be improved. 
Classroom management~ methods of teaching 
office machines~ and audio-visual aids 
were the course~ needing the most improvement. 
' 13. No one felt that educational psychology or 
methods of teaching shorthand should be 
dropped from the curriculum; but 15 thought 
57 
that Rhode Island education should be 
eliminated~ and ten felt that classroom 
management should be dropped. 
14. Eighty-six of the graduates considered 
American literature and 84 considered 
English literature as the most valuable 
of the liberal arts courses offered at 
the College. ~merican economic history 
was considered as valuable by 77; general 
psychology~ by 75; and United States 
history~ by 71. Survey of biological 
sciences was the least valuable of the 
cultural courses. 
15. Even though American literature and English 
literature were considered valuable~ both 
needed to be improved according to approxi-
mately one fourth of the graduates. One 
third of those responding indicated that 
general psychology should be improved. 
16. The most valuable of the business courses 
were typewriting, accounting, and business 
English~ according to the graduates. The 
course in personality, which was offered 
until 1957, was considered not to be a 
valuable course by!the graduates. 
I 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Office machines II ras the business course 
needing the most improvement~ according to 
the graduates. 
I 
I 
Of the 98 responditig~ ten recommended that 
! 
I 
philosophy of educ~tion and French be added 
I 
to, the curriculum. i Six recommended that a 
course in sociologi and five reco~mended 
I 
I 
that a course in Spanish be added to the 
I 
i 
program. i 
i 
Six graduates indidated that a greater 
variety of teachinJ material would be 
I 
I 
desirable during the practice teaching 
I 
I 
period. Lack of h~lpful criticism from 
the critic teacher[plus his absence from 
the classroom were /also weak points of 
I 
the program. A fe~ of the graduates 
i 
felt that they didlnot get enough ex-
perience in handli~g discipline problems 
I 
I 
during their training program. 
The opportunity tolteach from the very 
I 
beginning of the practice teaching period 
I 
was the strongest point of the program~ 
according to 20 ofithe graduates. 
I 
21. Nine graduates suggested that there be 
! 
provision made for more coordination 
59 
between the College supervisors and the 
student teachers during practice teaching. 
22. Eleven of the respondents indicated that 
the study of history in the program for 
advanced degree work was the area in which 
they had the greatest difficulty. 
23. The various colleges which admitted Bryant 
College graduates to advanced degree pro-
grams were not in agreement concerning 
the number of semester hours or the subject-
matter areas of deficiency work. In general~ 
the undergraduate deficiency hours ranged 
from zero to 12. Most deficiency hours 
were in the realm of liberal arts. 
Recommendations 
60 
The following recommendations are suggested for the im-
provement of the business education program at Bryant College: 
1. On the basis of the low placement rate by 
the College Bureau~ the working relation-
ship between the Placement Bureau and the 
Business Education Department should be 
improved in order to better serve these 
graduates. 
2. A course in supervision and administra-
tion should be added to the curriculum 
to prepare graduates for assQming the 
responsibilities of administering a 
I 
business department. 
3. The methods courses should include op-
portunities for supervised observation 
of specific techniques and procedures. 
4. The course in Rhode Island education 
should be enriched and should include 
current information concerning the laws 
of the State. The very fact that this 
is a required course indicates that 
everything possible should be done to 
make it an interesting and valuable part 
of the program. 
5. The practice teaching program should have 
a better correlation between the College 
and the student teacher. A plan could be 
established whereby the College super-
visors would make three or four visits 
to the school during the six-month train-
ing period. Consideration could be given 
to holding a weekly or biweekly seminar 
meeting at the College. This would give 
62 
the student teacher an opportunity to 
solve current problems and clarify certain 
situations. 
6. More emphasis should be given to the lib-
eral arts program in order to meet the 
requirements of the higher institutions 
which accept Bryant College graduates for 
advanced work. 
1. With the emphasis on science-laboratory 
work in the deficiencies placed on the 
graduates, laboratory work should be added 
to the biology program. 
8. Since one basis for improvement is experience, 
a systematic follow-up program should be in-
stituted so that the program may be developed 
in the light·of educational needs. 
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APP~NDIX A 
I 
I 
! 
BRYANT COLLEGE 
ProvidenceJ Rhode Island 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
Dear Graduate of Bryant Coll~ge: 
I 
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I am preparing a surveyj of the business education gradu-
ates of Bryant College. Thi~ survey is being conducted under 
the supervision: of As~ociatej Professor Lester I. Sluder of 
Boston University and has th~ approval of Dean Lionel H. 
Mercier of Bryant College School of Business Teacher Education. 
I 
As a business ~ducation/ graduate of Bryant College~ you 
are being a$ked to evaluate lfOUr educational background in 
accordance with the questions posed on the enclosed question-
naire. The answers you give: will help me to determine the 
effectiveness of the busines~ education program under which 
you studied while at the Colrege and to obtain your recom-
mendations for improvement in the curriculum. In addition~ 
your answers will assist me lin learning of your progress in 
graduate work. I am particularly interested~ therefore~ in 
obtaining explicit answers t 1o questions Nos. 26 through 32. 
I 
You may be assured tha~ all replies will be held in con-
fidence and will appear in ~eport form only. Your name and 
address is requested simply 1for the purpose of identifying 
replies. I 
Only by receiving 100 per cent returns can a complete 
and accurate. coverage of th:i;s problem be made. Your co-
operation would certainly be appreciated. Please complete 
the questionnaire and returri it in the enclosed envelope 
within the next two or thre~ days. 
Enclosures 
Sincerely yours~ 
Marie Bonin Cote 
Bryant College~ 1954 
APPENDIX B 
SURVEY OF BRYANT COLLEGE BUSINESS EDUCATION MAJORS 
65 1. Name----------------------------~--~------------~~~--------~~--~----~ Last First Middle (Maiden) 
2, Address~.-----------------------=-----------------------=·~------------~~=---~---
Street and No. City State 
3~ Are you married~ 
Yes No 
L~. Are you a veteran1 Dates of service,~~~-~-~ 
Yes lifo 
5. Indicate the year of your graduation from Bryant =-----=-== 
6. Check your undergraduate major~=~~~ Secretarial 
Accounting 
------~-=Business Administration 
7. Giv·e the numoer of years of your teaching experience -~~--
8. Check the grade level(s) of your teaching experience---=----== Elementary 
Secondary 
College 
9. Indicate the source(s) through which you obtained your first position 
College :placement bureau 
---~~:Private employment bureau 
--~-- :Pers;onal contact 
10 •. Indicate the time that you first entered teaching 
----~---- Right after graduation 
---------=Within one year of graduation 
Other (specify) 
11. Are you currently teaching~ 
Yes No 
12. Check the areas of your teaching experience 
=-------~ Accounting 
Shorthanli 
Other ( eyecify) (Over) 
2 
13. If you are not currently teaching. :please indicate the reasono 
------- Low salary --~--=Marriage responsibilities 
Lack of interest 
----
----~=Better opportunities elsewhere 
--~--- No job available Other (specify) 
14~ What administrative or supervisory positions are you holding or have you held in 
schools? 
15. What extracurricular activities have you sponsored or directed in school? 
16. Do you feel preparation is necessary on the undergraduate level in directing and 
sponsoring extracurricular activities as related to the high school program? 
Yes No 
17. If you feel that preparation is necessary, check the method of preparation that you 
would suggest for those working with extracurricular activitieso 
_____ Offer a special course devoted entirely to extrac~ricu1ar act~vities 
Include in a regular methods course 
Other (specify) 
18. List occupations other than teaching that you are holding or have held. 
Position Held T;roe of Business Part Time Full Time 
19o 
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The fallowing is a list of the method~ and professional courses_ offered by Bryant 
College., If you are currently teachihg or if you have taught in addition to 
practice teaching. please evaluate thrm in the following mannerg 
Check Column A if the course is valua~le to a teacher in the profession., 
Check Column B if the course is not valuable to a teacher* 
Oheck Column 0 if the course should cbntinue as is, 
~~=~~ ~~i~: ~ i; ~~= ~~:~:: :~~~~ ~t ~~;;;::dfrom the curriculum., 
I 
Yaluel of the Oours_§ Curriculum Sue, estions 
-
A B c D E 
3 
I Not Continue Should Be Should Be Course Yaluaole Valuable As Is Improved Dronned 
Educational Psychology I 
History of Education ! 
Princi-ples of Education I 
Rhode Island Education I 
Classroom Management I 
Methods of Teachin~ Typewriting I 
Methods of Teaching Shorthand I -, 
Methods of Teaching Bookkee:Qing I 
Methods of Teaching Social Business 
I Subjects 
Methods of Teaching Office Machines I 
Audio=Yisual Aids I 
Problems in Business Education I 
Measurement in Business Education I ,_ 
The following is a list of the backgrjdund courses offered by Bryant College, 
evaluate their cultural value to you n the following mannerg 
Check Column A if the course is consi ered a valuable background course" 
Check Column B if the course is not c1nsidered a valuable background courseo 
Check Column 0 if the course should co
1
ntinue as is, 
Check Column D if the course should be improved" 
Check Column E if the course should bdl dropped from the curriculum., 
i 
., 
Please 
I Value lof the Course ~-icUlum Sue, estions 
I 
A I B 0 D E 
I 
Yaluablle 
Not Pontinue Should Be Should BE 
Course Valuable As Is ~roved Dronned 
American Literature I 
Enelish Literature i 
United States Histor_X ! 
EurQ~ean History I I 
Latin American History I 
American Economic History I 
Political Science I 
Global Geoe:ranhY I 
Survey of Biological Sciences I 
Survey of Physical Sciences I 
General PsYchology ! I 
(Over) 
4 
21~ The following is a list of the business courses offered at Bryant College. If ~· 
you are teaching or if you have taught other than practice teachingp please 
evaluate them in the following mannerg 
Check Column A if the course is valuable to a teacher in the profession., 
Check Column B if the course is not valuable to a teacher. 
Oheck Column 0 if the course should continue as iso 
Oheck Column D if the course should be improved., 
Check Column E if the course should be dropped from the curriculum., 
Value of the Course Curriculum Suggestions 
A B c D E 
Not Continue Should Be Should. Ee 
Course Valuable Valuable As Is Improved. Dropped 
Accounting dourses 
Business English 
Business dorres-pondence 
Word Study and Vocabulary :Building 
Fundamentals of ~:Qeech 
Problems in Speech and Writin~ 
Princi-ples of Economics 
Law 
Money and Eankin~ 
Personnel Management 
Office Management 
Survey of Fed.eral Income Taxes 
:Business Mathematics 
Investments 
Princi:Qles of Advertising 
Princi-ples of Marketing 
Princi-ples of Sales 
Typewriting 
Shorthand Theor~ 
Shorthand Dictation 80-140 wpm 
Office Machines I 
... 
Office Ma,chines II 
Secretarial Practice 
Filing 
Personality 
22~ What course or courses do you feel would have been beneficial if offered at Bryant 
College? 
23o What do you feel were the strong points of your practice teaching experience? 
5 
24. What do you feel were the 
67 
weak :points i of your :practice teaching experience? 
I 
··25., Suggest some improvements for teaching :programo 
26. If ~ou went on to graduate work after/graduation from Bryant 
you v-rere weak in a :particular area or !areas. :please list the 
! 
College and found that 
area or areas, 
i 
' 
I 
. I 27. Are you currently working for an adv~ced degree? 
lf yes. supply the following informationz 
I 
Yes No 
I Degree 
I 28. Have you been awarded an advanced deglee since leaving Bryant Col~ege1 
If yes, supply the following informat,on! Yes 
Institution Major 
No 
Institution Degree Major Year 
29 .. If you attended a college after leavijg Bryant~ were you required to make u:p a 
deficiency'& I ~~·~--
30 .. If your answer to No;,. 29 is 
w.ere required and then list 
work was required, 
Semester Hours 
. Yes I No 
yes. state the number of additional semester hours which 
the subje,ts or suQject areas in which the additional 
I 
(Over) 
J2., .If 
to 
' .~.,-" . ~· s ~ .. T? ·: ·_::·;.7}{_-:1'.·\~'}··t-'~7!:::"·~; 
... ' 
:ended a college after leaving :Bryant. were you. requi;red: t·o 'take an 
,-. '•'!c'. . . - ' • _, 
e'~lj.mbra:t-ion:-1 
Yes 
ye!>~ as your score on the 
thli •flege or uni ver$1 ty! 
J 
' } 
No 
examination in any way used as a ba~i-s for admission 
.:·· 
::.1' 
, , 1 ,.i· 
. ~ .. 
·-
.. ? 
_·;:.· 
.. ,. ~ 
~-1~~~ 
